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Conditional Amendment 1 

Claim I 

A mobile station (200) for us.e in a communication system having a base station 
( l 00), the mobile station (200) comprising: 

receiver means (220) for receiving from the base station ( l 00) a first downlink signal 
on a downlink fractional dedicated channel consisting only of non-predetermined 
data values multiplexed between users, 
measurement means (250) for measuring a parameter of the received first downlink 
signal; ' 
power control means (230) for generating first power control commands in response 
to the measured parameter; and 
transmitter means (240) for transmitting the -first power control commands to the 
base siation (100); 

wherein the .measurement means (250) is adapted to measure the parameter of the 
first downlink signal while the first downlink signal is modulated with the 
non-predetermined data values and is subjected to transmit power control in 
accordance with the first power control commands, and wherein the non
predetermined data values consist of second power control commands. 

Claim 3 

A mobile station as claimed in claim I or 2, wherein the power control means (230) 
is adapted to decode the non-predetermined data values of the received first 
downlink signal eompfisiag seeoae power eeRtral eemma.Re.s and to adjust the 
transmit power of the transmitter means in accordance with the decoded second 
power control commands. 

Claim 6 

A method of operating a communication system comprising a base station ( 100) and 
at least one mobile station (200), comprising at the base station {100), receiving first 
power control commands transmitted by the mobile station (200) and transmitting a 
first downlink signal modulated with non-predetermined data values and subjected to 
transmit power control in accordance with the first transmit power control 
commands, whereirt the first downlink signal is transmitted on a downlink fractional · 
dedicated channel consisting only of non-predetermined data values multiplexed 
between users and at the mobile station (200), receiving a first downlink signal, 
measuring a parameter of the first downlink signal modulated with the non
predetermined data values, generating the first power control commands in response 
to the measured parameter, and transmitting the first power contcol commands, 
wherein the first downlink sibmal is received on the downlink fract'onal dedicated 
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channel cons1stmg only of non-predetermined data values multiplexed between 
users. and wherein the non-predetermined data values consist of second power 
control commands. 

Claim8 

A method as claimed in claim 6 or 7, comprising at !he ease station (\QQ), a1naging 
for the aeR preaetermine<I aala values te eemprise seeeREI pewer eea!rel eemmanas 
l!fl6,at the mobile station (200), decoding the second power control commands and 
adjusting the transmit power of the mobile station (200) in accordance with the 
second power control commands. 
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Conditional Amendment 2 

Claim 1 

A mobile station (200) for use in a communication system having a base station 
( I 00), the mobile station (200) comprising: 

receiver means (220) for receiving from the base station ( I 00) a first downlink signal 
on a downlink fractional dedicated channel consisting only of non-predetermined 
data values multiplexed between users, 
measurement means (250) for measuring a parameter of the received first downlink 
signal; 
power control means (230) for generating first·power control commands in response 
to the measured parameter; and 
transmitter means (240) for transmitting the first power control commands to the 
base station (I 00); 

wherein the measurement mean~ (250) is adapted to measure the parameter of the 
first downlink signal while the first downlink signal is modulated with the 
non-predetermined data values and is subjected to transmit power control in 
accordance with the first power control commands, and wherein the non
predetermined data values consist of second power control commands and wherein 
the downlink fractional dedicated channel is a. fractional control channel in UMTS 
FDD mode having a spreading factor of 256 and comprising ten symbols per slot, 
such that one slot can support ten users with one symbol per TPC command. 

Claim 3 

A mobile station as claimed in claim I or 2, wherein the power control means (230) 
is adapted to decode the non-predetermined data values of the received first 
downlink signal--ooml'risiag seeoml !'ewer eeatrel eemmaaels and to adjust the 
transmit power of the transmitter means in accordance with the decoded second 
power control commands. 

· Claim 6 

A method of operating a communication system comprising a base station ( l 00) and 
at least one mobile station (200), comprising at the base station (100), receiving first 
power control commands transmitted by the mobile station (200) and transmitting a 
first downlink signal modulated with non-predetermined data values and subjected fo 
transmit power control in accordance with the first transmit power control 
commands, wherein the first downlink signal is transmitted on a downlink fractional 
dedicated channel consisting only of non-predetermined data values multiplexed 
between users and at the mobile station (200), receiving a first downlink signal, 
measuring a parameter of the first downlink signal modulated with the non
predetermined data values, generating the first power control commands in response 
to the measured parameter, and transmitting the first power control commands, 
wherein the first downlink signal is received on the downlink fractional dedicated 
channel consisting only of non-predetermined data values multiplexed between . 
users, and wherein the non-predetermined data values consist of second power 
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control commands. and wherein the downlink fractional dedicated channel is a 
fractional control channel in UMTS FOO mode having a spreading factor of256 and . 
comprising ten symbols per slot, such that one slot can support ten users with one 
symbol per TPC command. · 

Claim 8 

A method as claimed in claim 6 or 7, comprising at the l;ase stalieB (~ QO), ar<a-Bgillg 
fer the Rea l'redeteFmiBed data vall!es to eoml'rise seeeBe pewer eoa!rel eommamls 
arul,at the mobile station (200), decoding the second power control commands and 
adjusting the transmit power of the mobile station (200) in accordance with the 
second power control commands. 
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